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2l l  ,
Two forwards break out of the zone to go two'on-

one with D. Do the drill in both directions' The next

O."O goes when the one coming down the ice has

taken a shot on goal.

2lt  2
D I starts the drill by passing to the winger' who

eoes two-on-orr" *ith D2' Dl follows up the attack

io ptay the forwards from the other end on a two-

on-one.

zl l  4
ôl purr", to Fl. After the pass, Olltatel to the

miidte, pivots, and plays F I and F2 on the tt /o-on-

one. Aftâr Fl and Flcross the blue line' D2 starts the

next drill with F3 and F4.

T\Mo- and Three-on-One

. . . .o. . .o. . . . . .o.o. . .o. .o. . . . . . . . . . .o. . . .oo. . . . . . . . . .o.o.ooo..

} l t  3
The'two forwards go two-on-one with Ds from each

side of the ice.
Variatian: The forwards start at the blue line and

Ds on the center red line'
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2l l  s
The D and two forwards break out. D passes to a

forward, skates to the blue line, and pivots to

backward skating to play the two forwards who

switctred sides in the neutral zone.

2n6
Two forwards skate up to theblue line, receive a

pass from D2, and attack Dl, who came out to center

for the twmn-one.

zl t  7
Dl skates across to mid-ice and shoots on goal' Fl,

with a puck, and F2 go two'on-one against D l' After

the offensive play is finished, D2 skates across the

blue line and shoots. Fl and F2 screen and deflect

the shot. F3 and F4 then go two-on-one against D2'

2n8
D starts the play for two forwards with a breakout

pass. D then skates hard for the far blue line and

prePares to defend against a two-on-one on the

retum rush. The forwards execute a two-on-one

rush. Upon completion of the two-on-one play, D

defending the play picks up a puck and starts a rush

the other way.

2nI
Fl shoots a puck around the boards and chases it'

The goaltender stops the puck behind the net' D I

rushes in quickly to retrieve the puck and passes to

F3, who goes with F2 for a two-on-one against D2'

After the first pass, Dl retrieves a puck and passes to

Fl. Fl skates around the dot (or pylon) and goes one-

on-one with Dl.
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7n t ,
D2 passes to D3 for a quick breakout pass to Xl or
X2. Xl and X2 go two.on-one wittr Dl. Dl starts at
center, skates to the blue line, and pivots backward
to play Xl and X2. Use both ends àf th" i.".

Variation: Make it a three-on_one.

2ta t2
Two forwards, Xs,loop in as shown and go two_on-
:ne on D l. After the play is finished D I then starts
the next two-on-one by retrieving and passing a

2n ,0
Two forwards start at the blue line and skate up_ice
exchanging passes and finishing with a shot on goal.
D follows upice with a puck and takes a shot on
goal. The two forwards deflect and go for rebounds.
D then plays the tr,vo forwards two-ôn_one after they
picked up another puck in tùe corner.

puck from the corner to the next two Os who loop in
from the blue line. D2 is on the blue line. D I moves
to the side boards and is replaced by another D,
who follows-the play to the far blue line, then plays
defence for the next two-on-one. The drill is
continuous.

2i l  ,3
D starts the drill by skating behind the net, retriev_
!8 the puck and passing to F2. F2comes outside the
blue line and passes to Fl on the other side. Fl and
F2 go two-on one against D. perform the drill in
both ends of the ice.

2n ,4
Xl,X2, and X3 start at the same time. Xl shoots the
puck into the zone. The goaltender stops the shot
behind.the net and passes to X I or X2, who go back
up the ice two-on-one against X3. perform the drill
on both sides of the ice.
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2n ts
D I starts the drill by skating to the center-ice face-
off dot before turning up the ice and skating for the
goal. ù crossing the blue line, D I takes a shot on
goal. F I and F 2 start in the comers. As D I crosses the
blue line, Fl and F2 drive for the front of the net for

a deflection or rebound. The coach then passes to Fl

or F2, who go two-on-one against D l, who has
pivoted and is skatingbackward down the ice.

?t,  t6
Fl passes to D2 and then D2 passes to Dl, who
moves in and takes a shot on goal. After the shot,
F2 skates behind the net passing to the moving F l.
Fl and F2 go trvo-on-one against Dl. Ds rctate to
the middle.

Variation: Add a backchecker for a two-on-two.

2l l  t7
Xl,X2, and X3 start up-ice and each takes a shot on
goal. Xl shoots and goes to the corner to retrieve a
puck. X2 shoots, pivots, and prepares to play the
two-on-one. X3 shoots and circles to the same side
as X I to play the two-on-one against X2. The second
group starts as soon as X3 shoots.

2/r  t8
D I skates over the blue line, shoots, pivots, and is
ready to start playing the two-on-one. Xl shoots two
seconds (count one thousand, two thousand) after
Dl shoots. X2 shoots two seconds after Xl. Xl or X2
will receive a pass from the coach and go two-on-
one against D.
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2la a9
The coach rims the puck around the boards to F3 on
the hash marks. The puck can be on the ice, off the
glass, etc. Fl and F2 read the play and must time it
to skate across the ice to support F3 in the breakout.
D reads and skates to center to play the two- or
three'on-one. While waiting for the next line to start,
the coach shoots the puck behind the net for the
goaltender to stop and pass back to the coach.

2n 20
Tïre coach shoots a puck into the zone and the goal-
tender stops the puck and sets it up behind the net.
Fl or F2 retrieves the puck and breaks out two-on-
one against D3.

Varintion: After the pass to F3, D I and D2 can join
the rush for a two-on-one or a three-on-one.

2n 2,
Fl and F2 start by skating the circles outside-in.
D starts in the center-ice circle by skating half the
cirde backward, pivoting, and skating the other half
of the circle forward. After skating around the circle,
D pivots and skates backward, plafng the two-on-
one coming up-ice. The coach passes to Fl or F2.'

zta 22
Fl starts the drill with a pass to F2, who has skated
to the face'off dot. F2 touch-passes to D for a shot on
goal. Fl and F2 drive to the net for any rebounds.
After the shot or on a whistle, Fl and F2 break out
two-on-one on the D (the pass comes from line Fl on
the boards).
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zta 23
D I starts the drill with a shot on goal. D2 takes F I or

F2 if there is then a rebound and retrieves a puck

from behind the net and passes to F4 just below the

hash marks. F4 starts up-ice and passes to F3, who

has swung into the middle from the opposite boards'

F3 and F4 go up-ice two-on-one on Dl.

2n 24
Fl starts the drill with a regrouP pass to D l.

Dl passes to D2, D2 passes to F2, who regroups with

Fl for a two-on-one on D3. D3 skates to the center-

ice dot, pivots, and plays Fl and F2 two-on-one.

Dl replaces D2,D2to D3, D3 to D4, and D4 to Dl.

zi l  23
Fl passes to D and cuts deep but comes to regrouP
ouiside the neutral-zone face-off dot. D Passes to the

2n 26
Fl skates around the circle protecting the puck from

D, who skates around inside the circle providing

passive Pressure. F2 reacts to the play and uses good

timing to get into position to receive a Pass from Fl'

F I and F 2 go two-on-one with D from the opposite

end. After the pass by F|, D skates to center to play

the two-on-one.

curling F2, who now goes two-on-one against D,

who after passing to F2 skates out to play the

two-on-one.

2n 27
F I passes to D l, who pivots. D I passes to F 2. F I and

F2 exchange passes and regroup with D2 and go

two'on-one against Dl.
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2t4 28
This is the same as the two-on-one regroup, but after
D2 completes the regroup, D2 skates to centel, stops,
skates backward inside the blue line, pivots, and
skates to the comer and starts the next two-on-one.

zi l  29
Dl starts the play with a pass to Fl or F2. They skate
down the ice three-on-none with a pass back to D
inside the blue line for a shot on goal. Fl or F2 picks
up a puck in the opposite corner and goes two-on-
one against D on the opposite side.

2fl 30
The players skate down the ice ttuee-on-zero but
retum two-on-one with the high forward becoming
a defensive player.

3/r  3 l
D starts the breakout of three-on-one. D continues
up the ice to play thenew three-on-one coming the
other way. The coach can decide how the forwards
will attacÇ i.e., carry in, delay, shoot in, etc.

3/t  32
F I passes to D l, who passes to D2. After passing, D I
skates hard to the center red line to play the devel-
oping three-on-one. Forwards Fl, FZ, and F3 loop
and do the regroup and attack three-on-one. After
passing to F2 or F3,D2 skates hard around the
center-ice circle and goes in for a shot at the same
md after receiving a pass from the corner.
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3/r  33
Xl cuts across to the middle, X2 passes to Xl, and

X2 fills the Xl lane. Xl Passes to X3, cutting into the

middle. X | fills the X 3 lane, etc. The players fill the

lane that was left vacant and the player without the

puck always cutsbehind the player with the puck'

iit ittt with a shot on goal. After the shot on goal'

one of the attackers becomes a defenceman for a

two-on-one back into the other end'

3/r  34
The players attack four-on-zero but come back three-

on-one.-D skates to the opposite blue line with or

just behind the rush, pivots, and skates backward'

playrng the three-on-one.


